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The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2578-“Kid, we’ve finally found you! 
Where’s Jaxon? What did you do to him?” Roman stared sharply at Leon. 

After Leon left with Jaxon, he took the elders’ advices and informed the third 
elder to call the Dragon Corps for help. 

The Dragon Guards hurried over and unsealed their power. Shortly after, they 
worked together to search for Leon and Jaxon, attempting to find out if Leon 
was truly the culprit. 

However, at the time, Leon had already taken Jaxon up to the mountain and 
they could not find him anywhere. 

Leon’s car was still parked outside the mansion, so they knew that Leon could 
not have gone far. 

Hence, the four of them and the Dragon Guards took different directions to 
search for Leon. 

In the end, the four of them found traces of Leon’s footprint and traced it all 
the way here. 

“Mister Jaxon is right behind me. He’s fine and I’ve already-” Leon pointed at 
Jaxon behind him and was about to inform them that Jaxon had been revived, 
when Romeo interrupted him. 

“How dare you do this to Jaxon? You had bad intention after all!” 

“Give me back my son…” Romeo glanced at where Leon was pointing and his 
eyes reddened. 

Jaxon laid on the grass, his clothes torn to reveal a distinctive palm print. It 
almost looked as though he was already dead. 

The scene before him led Romeo to believe that Leon was likely the one who 
left the palm print. 

After Leon took Jaxon away, he probably gave him a final blow to prevent 
Jaxon from waking up to expose him. 



Thinking that Leon had killed Jaxon, Romeo was overwhelmed by sorrow. Not 
caring if he could defeat Leon, he charged at Leon to fight him. 

“Mister Feaks, it’s not what you think. Jaxon is fine…” Startled, Leon 
instinctively dodged the attack. 

“Fine? You killed him and you say that he’s fine? Pay with your life!” Roman 
and the elders were livid as well. 

Clearly, they also thought that Leon delivered a final blow to Jaxon when they 
saw the palm print on his chest. 

Without hesitation, they all launched their attacks at Leon from different 
directions. 

“Damn it, you fools! Can’t you just listen…” Leon was frustrated. He wanted to 
explain, but their attacks left him helpless. 

After using the Hurricane Break during the fight earlier, he had exhausted 
quite a lot of his spiritual energy and more had been used to treat Leon. 

With no much energy left in him, Leon’s strength was affected. 

Roman and the elders were all in the Semi-Almighty State, making them just 
as formidable as Leon. 

Though the Mirror of Sovereign could fend off all attacks from the Almighty 
State or below, the three of them were attacking from different directions and 
he could only fend off one of the attacks. 

With that thought in mind, he dared not to take the attacks directly and could 
only dodge. 

 

 

The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2579-There’s nothing to explain! Prepare 
to die!” Roman and the elders were pleased when they realized Leon was 
weak. 



They did not know why Leon, who was formidable just moments ago, would 
suddenly lose his strength, but they knew that this was the perfect opportunity 
for them to defeat Leon and avenge the dead. 

They were not about to let go of such a great opportunity. 

“Why you… You asked for this! Take this. Hurricane Break!” Frustrated, Leon 
was backed against a corner from their attacks. 

In the end, he decided to stop dodging and launched his most powerful 
technique, Hurricane Break, i The spiritual energy on his palms gathered into 
a powerful hurricane and swarmed the Peaks. 

The use of Hurricane Break required a lot of spiritual energy. Since he did not 
have much spiritual energy left, the Hurricane Break this time was just a 
simpler version and not at all comparable to the one he executed earlier. 

Regardless, his purpose was merely to shake the Feaks off. 

The simply version of Hurricane Break could get them to back away and buy 
Leon more time. 

Once they took their distance, Leon could take the opportunity to explain that 
he had already cured Jaxon. 

“Oh no!” 

“This again!” 

The Feaks were terrified when they saw the overpowering hurricane again. 

They were all injured by it earlier and traumatized by its power. 

Though the Hurricane Break before them was a simpler version, they could 
not bring themselves to fight it out of fear. 

Stunned, they felt chills down their spines, not knowing what to do. 

Just then, three figures leaped out of the woods and landed near the Feaks. 

They were three old men in their sixties. The leader had a goatee and his 
gaze was sharp enough to cut. 



One could easily tell just how formidable this man was from the looks of it. 

The three of them and the Feaks worked together to search for Leon. 
However, the Feaks were the first to find Leon and the Dragon Guards were a 
step behind. 

“Don’t you dare!” Seeing how Leon’s Hurricane Break closed in on the Feaks, 
the leader stood before them without hesitation, before extending his arm at 
the Hurricane Break. 

 


